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Today’s plan
1. Introductions - who are we?

2. Course format

3. Intro to our topic - Human Rights and 
digital communications



Remediating 
Security

saugmann.tumblr.com/dissertation

A little bit about 
me:



You….

Who?

From where?

Which issues 
interest you?

http://saugmann.tumblr.com/video_events_in_world_politics


The Fourth Generation?

- Online and face to face

- Weekly assignments online

- Practice-oriented



Generations of HR

Three ‘generations’ of rights, by keywords or 
colours:

Keywords: Liberty, equality, fraternity 
Colours: Blue, red, green
Content: Individual, social, collective



1st generation: 
Blue or libertarian rights

● Protects the individual’s liberty and 
participation in political life

● Negative freedoms (freedom from [state] 
dominance)

● Require states to not interfere unjustly 
● Articles 3 to 21



2nd generation: 
Red - social, economic, cultural equality 

● Ensures economic, cultural and social 
equality of people

● Positive freedoms (freedom to enjoy 
education, health care, work, leisure, etc.)

● Require states to provide for citizens
● Articles 22 to 28



3rd generation: 
Green - collective and non-human rights

● Goes beyond state-citizen relation
● Collective freedoms (sustainable planet, self-

determination, inter-generational equality)
● Require states to cooperate (?)
● Not in UDHR
● Bolivia’s ‘Pacha Mama’ law invests mother nature 

with rights as "a collective subject of public interest” 
(2010 Ley de Derechos de la Madre Tierra)



Human Rights and digital 
communication

Three topics
- what could communication rights be 

- how are communication rights threatened

- how can communication threaten other 
HR?



What’s in a 
communication right?

US-hosted discussion (2011) at UN HR Council

US: 
- digital public sphere
- free speech, free press, free 

assembly, free association
- partnership public & private

ACCESS: 
- digital speech vs. digital 

surveillance 
- digital speech ‘fingerprints’ 

and right to anonymity
- terms-of-service issues
- not ‘new’ rights

Facebook + Google: 
- Governments decide on internet as such
- rise in state intervention/censorship 
- Private protect privacy of communications
- Liability of intermediary
- Transparency (pre-Snowden)



Digital communication 
and HR threats 1: privacy

- arbitrary
- threatening representative democracy
- national frameworks inadequate (Guild)
- global digital freedom risk (Bech)
- a hegemony risk created by the state (Bech)

-> fundamental right of data protection and digital 
freedom as a global human right 



Digital communication 
and HR threats 2: 

Harmful communication

● the right to communicate can clash with other 
rights

● Abu Ghraib: photography (art 19?) as torture (art 
5)
○ ‘to act is to share in the community of actions 

recorded as images’  
● communication as integral to the act of torture

○ revenge porn, cyberbullying, etc.


